
How to redeem 10% NMS SuperCash? 

 

● Step 1: Add the Medicines you want to your cart. 

● Step 2: At Checkout, Upload Prescription. 

● Step 3: At Review page, under ‘NMS Wallet’ payment option, in the “NMS SuperCash” 

segment, check ‘Use Balance’ box and then click ‘Redeem’. 

● The NMS SuperCash wallet amount can be redeemed ONLY for a maximum of 25% of 

the total value of prescription medicines in your cart in one transaction. The customer 

can use the remaining wallet amount in subsequent transactions placed within the 

validity period (45 days from the date of credit) of your NMS SuperCash wallet 

amount. 

● Cashback will be credited once the prepaid order has been delivered. 

● The validity of the NMS SuperCash is 45 days from the date of credit. 
● ANY other coupon code/e-voucher discounts or promotional offers CANNOT be applied 

for the orders where the NMS SuperCash wallet amount is redeemed. 

● The 10% NMS SuperCash will NOT be offered for the pre-paid orders that have been 

placed using any existing NMS SuperCash balance. 

● This offer is NOT applicable on ALL Ayurvedic medicines, over-the-counter and FMCG 

● If the order has both prescription medicines and non-prescription products, then the 

Flat 16% discount will be applicable on the total value of the prescription medicines 

ONLY (excluding ALL Ayurvedic medicines, OTC & FMCG products). 

● Any unused NMS SuperCash, pursuant to this offer, shall automatically lapse after 45 

days from the credit date and shall stand forfeited. 

● The NMS SuperCash wallet amount can be redeemed on fully Pre-paid orders only (not 

valid if partly paid by COD).  

● The NMS SuperCash can be redeemed on the purchase of Medicines ONLY. 

● The NMS SuperCash CANNOT be redeemed on OTC & FMCG products. 

● NO other coupon code/e-voucher discounts or promotional offers can be applied for the 

orders where the NMS SuperCash wallet amount is redeemed. 

● NMS cashback will NOT be given for a pre-paid order where the NMS SuperCash wallet 

amount is redeemed/used for making payment. 
 
 

 

 


